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DECISION
and

DISMISSAL OF COMPLAINT

On January 6, 1981, Bridgeport Police Local 1159, AFSCME, AFL-CIO (the Union)
filed with the 'Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the Board) a complaint
alleging that the City of Bridgeport (the City) had engaged and was engaging in
practices prohibited. by the Municipal Employee Relations Act (the Act) in that
the City refuses to comply with an arbitration award.

After'the requisite preliminary steps had been taken the matter was brought
to a hearing before the Board on March 31, 1981 at which time the parties appeared
and were represented by counsel. Full opportunity was given to adduce evidence,
examine and cross-examine witnesses and make oral argument. Both parties filed
written briefs. On the basis of the whole record before us, we make the following
findings of fact and conclusions of Taw.

Findings of Fact

1. The City is a municipal employer within the meaning of the Act.

2. The Union is an employee organization within the meaning of the Act and
at all material times has been the exclusive bargaining representative for the
unit of all uniformed and investigatory employees employed by the City of Bridge-
port Police Department.

3. The parties have a collective bargaining agreement effective from July 1,
1977 to June 30, 1980 (the Contract).

4. Article XXX of the Contract states:

CLASSIFICATION

The Civil Service Comnission shall, in accordance with the Civil
Service Provisions of the Charter, establish and maintain a classifi-
cation plan and make allocations and-re-allocations to the classes
established thereunder fqr  all positions covered by this contract
provided, however, that such plan and allocations shall be subject
to the grievance procedure provided for in Article VI, except that
such grievance shall be started at Step (d) of such grievance procedure.



5. During the term of the Contract, the Union filed a grievance pursuant
to the grievance provisions of the Contract claiming that the City, through its
Superintendent of Police, Joseph Walsh, was routinely assigning two or three
patrolmen to the detective division for four (4) month training periods in vio-
lation of Article XXX of the Contract.

6.. The grievance was brought.to arbitration before the Connecticut State
, Board of Mediation and Arbitration for a hearing on January 28, 1980. The issue

presented to the arbitration panel was stated as follows:

Has the City of Bridgeport violated the applicable provisions
of the collective bargaining agreement between the parties,
Articles VI and XXX, the Civil Service rules and regulations,
the Charter, or Special Act No. 180, or any of them, by
utilizing employees within the classification of "Patrolman"
to perform the work of employees within the classification of
"Detective"? If so, what shall the remedy be?

(Ex. 3, p. 1)

7. The arbitration panel issued its award on July 9, 1980 and found as facts
that the City, through Superintendent Walsh, had been regularly assigning patrol-
men to four month "stints" to perform work as detectives in the detective division
of the City's police department for the purpose of training.

8. The arbitration panel rejected the City's argument that the four month
training assignments were permitted by Section 12 of the Civil Service Provisions
of the Charter which provides as follows:

Section 12. If necessary to prevent the stoppage of public
business or inconvenience to the public, but not otherwise, the
personnel director, with the approval of the commission, may
authorize the filling of a position by provisional, appointment
pending the establishment of a re-employment or employment list.
No person who does not possess the minimum required qualifications
for such position as may be prescribed by the personnel director
shall be permitted to serve in such temporary position or office.
Such provisional appointment shall continue only until the esta-
blishment of a re-employment or employment list. In,no case
shall such appointment exceed a total of four calendar months..
No person shall receive more than one provisional appointment
or serve Imore  than four months as a provisional appointee in any
one fiscal year. In case of an emergency, an appointment may be
made by the appointing authority, such appointment not to exceed
five days. Such appointment shall be immediately reported to
the personnel director. -

9. Specifically, the arbitrati.on  panel found that:

The four month provisional appointment provided in Section 12
does not apply. There was no hint that the training program
was either necessary to prevent the stoppage of public business
or inconvenience to the public, nor that the filling of these
positions had been authorized by the personnel director, with
the approval of the commission, or that any promotional exam
was contemplated.

(Ex. 3, p. 7)

10. The arbitration. panel sustained the Union's grievance and issued the
following award:

The Superintendent shall forthwith cease and desist from
requiring or permitting patrolmen to perform the duties of
the class of detective as training or for any other purpose
in violation of the Civil Service Provisions of the Charter,
the Civil Service Rules and/or the Collective Bargaining
Agreement.

11. The evidence presented. to and the facts found by the arbitration panel
did not include any instances of five day emergency assignments of patrolmen to
detective duties.
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12. The question of whether the Superintendent could be legally considered
the "appointing authority" within the meaning of Section 12 of the Civil Service
Provisions of the Charter for purposes of "emergency" five day "appointment@'
within the meaning of Section 12 was not presented to, addressed or decided by
the arbitration panel.

i3. Section 24 of the'civil Service Provisions of the Charter defines
"appointing authority" as "... the officer, commission, board', or other body
having the power of appointment to subordinate offices or positions in any
municipal department." Section 24 was not.referred to anywhere in the decision
of the arbitration panel and specifically was not listed in the portion of the
arbitration decision entitled "Applicable Contractual Provisions" in which the
arbitration panel listed those sections of the Contract, Civil Service rules and
regulations, Charter and Special Acts which it considered relevant to the grievance.

14. On or about October 30, 1981, Superintendent Walsh requested Patrolman
Earl Mellow to work a provisional four month assignment in the detective division
to assist in a murder investigation. Mellow told Walsh he could not afford to
take the assignment because he would lose overtime earnings which he would other-
wise receive working as a patrolman.

15. Walsh instead assigned Mellow to work an emergency five day assignment
in the detective division assisting in the murder investigation.

16. Superintendent Walsh telephoned City Personnel Director Alan Cohen and
notified him of Mellow's five day emergency appointment.

17. Mellow performed detective work for five days assisting in the murder
investigation.

18. On or about January 27, 1981, Superintendent Walsh assigned Patrolmen
William Perez, Jesus Llanos and Rafael Villegas to emergency five day appoint-
ments performing "stake out" duties as detectives in connection with the inves-
tigation of a series of store holdups which had been occurring in the city.

19. On January 27, 1981, Superintendent Walsh wrote the following letter
to Cohen notifying him of these appointments:

Due to a very critical situation resulting from a series of
vicious hold-ups, i believe that an emergency exists, and
in compliance with Sec. 12 of the Civil Service provisions
of the Charter, I am reporting to you that it is necessary
that the following named patrolmen be made provisional
detectives and that such appointments will not exceed the
five day period:

William Perez
Jesus Llanos
Rafael Villegas

I would respectfully request that these appointments be kept
confidential as these men will be used in stake outs under
very dangerous conditions.

(Ex. 8)

20. Perez, Llanos and Villegas worked as detectives for five days in con-
nection with the store hold-ups. investigation.

21. On another occasion, after the issuance of the arbitration award, Super-
intendent Walsh assigned Patrolman Richard Herlihy to assist a Detective Kwet in
the stake-out of an apartment to which it was expected a rape/murder suspect
would be returning.

22. Herlihy and Kwet were to wait in the apartment for the suspect and
apprehend him if he returned. Superintendent Walsh wanted Herlihy present in
uniform so that when the apprehension took place, the suspect would realize that
Herlihy and Kwet were in fact police officers (rather than civilians) and there-
fore be less likely to offer resistance,

23. Superintendent Walsh told Herlihy to wear civilian or plainclothes
over his uniform while entering the apartment building so that his identity as
a police officer would not be disclosed before entering the apartment building.
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24. Herlihy wore civilian clothes over his uniform as requested by Walsh
while entering the building and removed them after entering the apartment.*

25. After approximately one hour and fifteen minutes, the suspect entered
the building through a window and Herlihy and Kwet apprehended him after a "hell
of a struggle." Tr. 66. ,

26. On the same day, Patrolman Domenic Costello was tdld by police Captain
Laufer to report to work in plainclothes and to accompany a detective Charley
Damato to the apartment building in which Herlihy and Kwet were waiting for the
rape/murder suspect. Costello and Damato were to assist Herlihy and Kwet. Laufer
was acting pursuant to Superintendent Walsh's orders.

27. When Costello and Damato arrived at the apartment building, Herlihy
and Kwet had just apprehended the suspect and were in the process of putting him

in a police car for transport to the police station.

28. Costello and Damato returned to the police station and Costello worked
answering phones in plainclothes at the station for the rest of his shift.

29. The job description for Patrolman provides in relevant part:

Patrols a specific beat, district, or area on foot, on a motor-
cycle, or in a radio car; checks doors, windows, and gates of
business establishments, and vacant homes; investigates suspicious
persons or conditions; makes arrests for violations of laws and
ordinances; escorts prisoners; has violators booked for charges;
issues summonses; testifies in court proceedings; watches for and
makes routine investigations of wanted and missing persons and
stolen property; enforces state and local traffic laws and park-
ing regulations; directs traffic, gives information on street
locations, building locations, and routines; checks cars for
overtime parking; investigates and'makes reports on traffic
accidents, including damage and injury claims; serves as radio
dispatcher; performs special assignments such as watch duty at
precihcts, headquarters, or detention homes. (Ex. 7)

30. The job description for Detective reads in relevant part:

Duty is performed as a member of the police department detective
bureau, in the office or the field. Investigates criminal com-
plaints; does plainclothes investigation and examination work in
connection with the solution of known crimes; gathers, evaluates,
prepares, and preserves evidence found at the scene of the crime;
interrogates complainants, victims, witnesses .or other persons
with an intimate knowledge of either the crime or those who are '
suspected of committing it; prepares case records and statements
for prosecution; appears in court as a prosecution witness; per-
forms technical work in connection with the preparation of and
classification of photographic and fingerprint records; does
surveillance and undercover investigation work in connection
with the solution of active and unsolved cases. (Ex. 6)

Conclusions of Law

1. Where a complaint charges a municipal employer with refusal to comply
with an arbitration settlement and the employer claims that he has not refused
to comply with the arbitration award, this Board has the power and duty to con-

strue the award in order to determine whether or not there has been a refusal to
comply.

2 . The portion of Section 12 of the Civil Service Provisions of the City
Charter which deals with five day emergency appointments of patrolmen to detec-
tive was not submitted to, considered or addressed by the arbitration panel and

* Herlihy wore a pair of stieatpants  and a windbreaker over his uniform while
entering the apartment building. Once inside the apartment, he removed the
windbreaker which revealed his police shirt and badge. He did not remove the
sweatpants because he and Kwet were waiting for the suspect in a bathroom which
was "less than sanitary." Tr. 66, 67.
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therefore the award cannot reasonably be construed as covering actions by the
City or its Superintendent of Police in making such appointments.

3. To the extent that the assignments of Patrolmen Herlihy and Costello
were actually carried out, they did not result in a refusal to comply with the
arbitration award.

4. The City was not shown to have refused to comply with the arbitration
award and therefore no violation of Section 7-470(a)(6) of the.Act has been
shown.

Discussion

Section 7-470(a)(6) of the Act expressly makes it a prohibited practice
for a municipal employer to refuse to comply with a valid arbitration award.
Town of East Hartford (Eastman), Decision No. 1439 (1976),  aff'd and enf'd in
Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations vs. Town of East Hartford, Docket
No. 214657, Superior Court, Hartford J. D. (May 12, 1978) Burns, J.; Bridgeport
Civil Service Commission (Genga), Decision No. 1778 (1979),  aff'd in Kathryn
Genga v. Bridgeport Civil Service Commission and City of Bridgeport, Docket No.
178830,SuperiorgFairfieldJ.D.  Jacobson,
J.; City of Willimantic, Decision No. 1795 (1979). _

In the present case, the Union claims that the City has refused to comply
with the arbitration award of the Connecticut State Board of Mediation and Arbi-
tration. The City has not sought to challenge the validity of the award and
therefore our only task is to interpret the award and determine whether the City
has failed to comply with it.

The award portion of the arbitration decision reads as follows:

The Superintendent shall forthwith cease and desist from
requiring or permitting patrolmen to perform the duties of
the class of detective as training or for any other purpose
in violation of the Civil Service Provisions of the Charter,
the Civil  Service Rules and/or the Collective Bargaining
Agreement.

The Union argues that the Superintendent's requiring Mellow, Perez, Llanos and
Villegas to work provisionally as detectives for a five day period violated the
arbitration award because the Superintendent is not the "appointing authority"
to make such assignments within the meaning of Section 12 and Section 24 of the
Civil Service Provisions of the City Charter (Ex. 5). Specifically, the Union
points out that: (1) Section 12 expressly states that a provisional five day
appointment may be made by "the appointing authority"; (2) Section 24 defines
"appointing authority" as ' . ..the officer, commission, board or other body having
the power of appointment to any offices or positions in any municipal department,
office, board or institution..."; (3) Section 230 of the City Charter gives the
Board of Police Commissioners the duty ' . ..to  appoint fit and suitable persons
to fill the offices of the police department, and other fit and suitable persons
as members of the police department..:". The Union argues that these provisions
of the Charter make the Board of Police Commissioners, not the Superintendent,
the appointing authority within the meaning of Section 12 and therefore Superin-
tendent Walsh acted in violation of the Civil Service Provisions of the Charter
and in non-compliance with'the arbitration award when he assigned Mellow, Perez,
Llanos and Villegas to work five day provisional assignments as detectives.*

The Union also argues that these appointments violated Section 12 because
.the  Civil Service Commission was not shown to have approved the appointments as
required by Section 12 and for this reason also the appointments were not in
compliance with the arbitration award.

* The Union also argued at the hearing that Section 12 was violated in the making
of these appointments for the additional reason that Section 12's condition
precedent of an "emergency" 'for the making of five day appointments did not exist
when the Mellow, Perez, Llanos and Villegas assignments were made. The Union made
no mentfon of this argument in its brief and we therefore consider the Union to
have abandoned this argument.
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The City argues that the arbitration award did not deal with the question
of whether the Superintendent is the "appointing authority" within the meaning
of Section 12 or with the question of whether approval of the Civil Service
Commission is required for "emergency" appointments and therefore both of these
questions are irrelevant to whether the City has refused to comply with the
award. The City argues in the alternative, that even if the Superintendent
were not the appointing authority "in the technical sense of that term," the
authority to make five day emergency appointments has by practice been properly
sub-delegated to the Superintendent by the Police Commission for years and the
Union has, during that period, acquiesced in that practice.

We agree with the City's first argument. The arbitration decision had
nothing to do with emergency appointments under Section 12 and specifically did
not answer whether the Superintendent is the appointing authority under Section
12 or whether approval of the Civil Service Commission must be obtained for the
making of five day emergency appointments. Although the award portion of the
arbitration decision is phrased in broad language, the actual questions presented
to the arbitration panel did not reach the questions which the Union asks US to
answer here. The arbitration proceeding was concerned solely with four month
provisional appointments and whether they required: (1) a showing that such
appointments were "either necessary to prevent the stoppage of public business
or inconvenience to the public"; (2) authorization by the personnel director;
(3) approval of the civil service commission; and (4) a showing that a promo-
tional exam was contemplated. Section 12 of the Civil Service Provisions of the
Charter does place these requirements on four month provisional appointments.
However, the last two sentences of Section 12 concern five day emergency appoint-
ments and such appointments clearly are not covered by the requirements placed
on four month provisional appointments; but instead have separate requirements
that were not presented to, address or construed by the arbitration panel. Among
these requirements is that five day emergency appointments are to be made "by the
appointing authority." As stated above, the question of whether the Superinten-
dent can be considered the "appointing authority" for emergency appointments was
not a part of the arbitration proceedings and we do not believe it can reasonably
be considered covered by the award. As far as the Union's argument that the five
day emergency appointments were illegal because they were not approved by the
Civil Service Commission is concerned, that also raises a question not covered
by the award and the clear language of Section 12 reveals that such approval is
not required. All Section 12 requires in this regard is that the "appointing
authority" report the five day emergency appointment to the personnel director.

That the Union's construction of the breadth of the arbitration alward is
overdrawn is also evident from the language of the issue or submission presented
to the arbitration panel:

Has the City of Bridgeport violated the appl-icable  provisions
of the collective bargaining agreement between the parties,
Articles VI and XXX, the Civil Service rules and regulations,
the Charter, or Special Act No. 180, or any of them, by
utilizing employees within the classification of "Patrolman"
to perform the work of employees within the classification of
"Detective"? If so, what shall the remedy be? (emphasis added)

(Ex. 3)

The relevant and critical language of the submission revealing the actual scope
of the arbitration proceedings and award is "the applicable provisions." We
believe this language can only be reasonably construed as the provisions which
were applicable to that case. As is evident from the arbitration panel's deci-
.sion  and as has been noted above, the portion of Section 12 which concerns five
day emergency appointments was not one of the "applicable provisions" in the
arbitration proceedings.*

On the record before us it is clear that the arbitration award, when read
as a whole and considered in light of the actual facts and issues presented to
the arbitration panel, does not reach the subject of the five day emergency
appointments or the restrictions placed thereon by Section 12. What the Union

* We are not suggesting that the award failed to conform to the submission and
that the award is therefore invalid under Sec. 52-418 of the Connecticut General
Statutes. We are saying just the opposite; the award is valid because it is
clear that the arbitration panel intended the award tocover only the "applicable
provisions" which are those that were presented to it for decision.
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has presented concerning five day emergency appointments is a matter which should
have been presented as a separate and independent grievance for processing through
the grievance/arbitration procedure of the Contract.

With regard to the assignments of Herlihy and Costello to perform alleged
detective duties, we find the following. Herlihy was not shown to have performed
duties which are exclusively detective.duties. It is apparent to us from the job .
descriptions of patrolman and detective that Herlihy's assignment was within an
area of overlap between patrolman and detective duties. Nothing in the arbitra-
tion award requires that because duties fall within the detective job description,
the City is preempted from assigning such' duties to patrolmen despite the inclu-
sion of such'duties within the patrolman job description. Under the heading of
"typical tasks or assignments" the patrolman's job description expressly provides:I, . ..makes  arrests for violations of laws...escorts prisoners... . ..watches  for
and makes routine investigations of wanted or missing persons." The assignment
of Herlihy to "watch" and wait with Kwet for a "wanted person", to "arrest" that
person for "violations of laws" and to "escort" that person as a "prisoner" falls
within the duties of a patrolman, It was considered by the Superintendent to be
important that a uniformed officer be present in the apartment so the suspect
would fully and immediately realize that his accosters were police officers rather
than mere civilians. Although this strategem did not in this case have the intended
results, it was based on reasonable and safety-related considerations. We do not
say that all "stake-out" type situations fall within the area of overlap between
patrolman and detective duties. Indeed, we believe that at least the great major-
ity of such situations are probably exclusively detective work. Be that as it may,
Herlihy's assignment fell within the area of overlap because the nature of the
assignment required a uniformed officer. Insofar as Herlihy's entry into the
apartment building with his uniform concealed by civilian clothes is concerned,
we believe it would be totally unreasonable to characterize the assignment as
exclusively detective work because of that de minimis detail. We do believe that
if Herlihy had been told to wear plainclothes throughout the assignment, the
assignment would have fallen within the category of a "stake-out" or surveillance
which only a detective could perform. Not only was the wearing of the civilian
clothes over the uniform de minimis in that it was only for the limited purpose
of crossing the street andentering  the building without detection, but it may
very well have been essential to the success of the operation,

From what has been said above concerning Herlihy's assignment, it is clear
that if Costello had fulfilled his intended assignment at the apartment building
in plainclothes, he would have been performing duties which are exclusive to the
class of detective. However, we need not decide whether fulfillment of the
assignment would have resulted in a violation of the arbitration award. Due to
the fortuitous early apprehension of the suspect by Herlihy and Kwet, Costello
was not required to fulfill his assignment. Whatever the potential wrongfulness
of the Superintendent's intended action with regard to Costello, the action was
never carried out.

Finally, the Union claims that the assignment of Costello to answer tele-
phones for the rest of his shift while still in civilian clothes constitutes an
assignment which involved work exclusively performed by the class of detective.
Unlike the situation at the apartment stake-out, nothing in the record indicates
that the answering of telephones at the station is work primarily performed by
detectives. The lack of a uniform when performing telephone answering does not
make the substance of the work detective work,

O R D E R

By virtue of and pursuant to the powers vested in the Connecticut State
Board of Labor Relations by the Municipal Employee Relations Act, it is

ORDERED, that the complaint filed herein be, and the same hereby' is,
,dismissed.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

*
BY s/ Kenneth A. Stroble

Kenneth A. Stroble

s/ Patricia V. Low
Patricia V. Low
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This is an administrative appeal brought by the

i Bridgeport Tolice Local'1159, AFSCXIE, AFL-CIO (the.Union),

] pursuant to section 4-183 of the Connecticut Administrative

Procedure Act upon dismissal of the Union's cpmplaint  by the

Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the. Board).
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In January of 1981, the,Union  complained to the Board
!!
// that th,e City of Bridgeport had engaged and was engaging in
II
!I practices prohibited by the Municipal Employee Relations Act.

~j $9 7-467 to 7-479, Conn. Gen. Stat., (the Act). The gravamen

'! of this complaint was the city refused to comply.with  a July 9,
:
1930 arbitration.award  by the Connecticut Board of Mediation and

Arbitration' (Arbi,tration  Panel) and that the city's refusal to
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i: follow the mandates of that award constituted a prohibited
I
:

11 practice under section 7-470(a)(6) of the Act. 2 j
,II!1: The sole issue presented to us upon this appeal is /
. 1 1
;; whether the Board acted illegally in interpreting the 1980 .
:j
;: arbitration award to the facts of this case as found by the
:

;a Labor Board. Since we conclude that the Board 'below did not act, */ f
![ erroneously, we dismiss the appeal. I

II

?he Union's pres,ent "prohibited practice" complaint

: to the Board as well as its 1930 grievance before the Arbitration

Panel centers around section 12 of the Civil Service Provisions :I

;: 2. Section 7-479(a) (6) provides:

"Sec. 7-470.
organizations..

Prohibited acts of employers and employee
(a) Ilunicipal  employers or their representa-

tives or agents are prohibited from:...(6)  refusing to comply
with a grievan'ce  settlement, or arbitration settlement, or a
valid award or decision of an arbitration panel or arbitrator

!I rendered in accordance with the provisions of section 7-472."

ii
;iI

, :
:;
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:,  .
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in the Bridgeport City Charter3 and appointments of patrolmen

to detective by the city's superintendent of police. The

Arbitration Panel found that the police superintendent had been

routinely assignin):  patrolmen under the provisions of section 12

to work as detectives for four-month periods to accomplish a

training objective and the Arbitration Panel rejected, after

hearing, the city's claim that this was permissible under

I

"Section 12. If necessary to prevent the stoppage of public
business or inconvenience to the public, but not otherwise,
the personnel director, with the approval  of the commission,
may authorize the fillin,0 of a position by provisional
appointment pending the establishment of a re-employment or
emp:loymcnt  list. ;?o person who does not possess the minimum
required qualifications for such position as may be
prescribed by the personnel director shall be permitted to
serve in such temporary  position or office. Such provisional
appointment shall continue only until the establishment of
a re-employment or employment list. .In no case shall such
appointment exceed a total of four calendar months. NO

person shall receive more than one. provisional appointment
or serve more than four months as a p'rovisional  appointee in
any one fiscal year. In case of an emergency; an appointment'
may be made by the appointing authority, such appointment
not to exceed five days. Such appointment shall be
immediately reported to the personnel director." ,
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section. 12. The Arbitration Panel sustained the Union's I

grievance and using, unfortunately, a broad brush issued the !

.following  award: -\ I
.

The Superintendent shall forthwith
cease and desist from requiring or
permitting patrolmen to perform the
duties of the class of detective
as training or for any other pur-
pose in violation of the Civil
Service Provisions of the Charter,
the Civil Service Rules and/or the
Collective Bargaining Agreement'.

The Union now claims the city committed a prohibited

practice as defined by the Ilunicipal  Employee Relations Act when :
I

the Bridgeport police superintendent under a claim of emergency i

appointed, after the 1930 arbitration award, patrolmen to func-'.

tion as detectives. These appointments were made pursuant to the

five-day emergency provisions contained in section 12. ConcerniYng

. I
:.
! , 4. The Arbitration Panel determined:

"The four month provisional appointment provided in SectFon
12 does not apply. There was no hint that the training
program was either necessary to prevent the stoppage of
public business or inconvenience to the public, nor that:  the
filling of these positions had been authorized by the per-

.sonnel director, with the -approval  of the commission, or
that any promotional. exam was contemplated."
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these actions, the city argued before the Board  that the issue

'OF the so-called emergency appointments  had not been submitted

to the Arbitration Panel; that its award was not intended to

cover such aTp3intnent.s; and t5us  t3.e  city was neitl?er  failing

to co!mly with :he award nor enga+lg  in a prohibited  Tractice.

The Soard  in a well reasoned decision, after hearing,

interpreted the .Qrbitration  Panel's award 3nd stated in its

conclusions 9-F law that t!xz~er?ergency  appointments provision OF

section 12 “was  not submitted to, considered or addressed by -;he

Arbitration ?&el and therefore the award cannot reasonably be'

ccsnstrm4-d  as covering  act:'_ons by the City or its su3eri2tendent

j of police in riakin,c:  such mpointments." Board Decision  and. ,:
j: DismissalI of Com?latnt,  Aupst 5, 1931, at 4. Thereafter, th4
,
ii Labor Board concluded that "the City was nat shot,~11  to have
II

/I re.fused to comply with the arbitration aT*lard  and therefore no

II,I violation 02 sect._"iox  7473(a)(6) of the Act has been sho:m."
I/ I&, at 5.

I!; 'Jymn  this axea?, the Union makes a sin-12  c?.ain 0"
I!
ii,, error; namely,

j j
the Boarcl  in these ?roceedings  e:xnneously

,i internreted  the arbitration xqard,  which is incorx-!Ss?:ent  with
1.
t!

I I

I/

the interpretation  if made 0-f  an arbitration award in another
.
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I!
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case before the Board; namely, In the iiatter of Southington Board

of Education and Southinston  Education Assqciation,  Case Ho.

TPT-4844, decided July 19, 1979.
I

The burden of _Droviny:  the Board's action was erroneous i
I

is on the union. .Leib v. Board of.Examiners  for Vursing, 177- i
Conn. 78, 93 (1979). Upon anneal, the court may neither try the

case nor substitute its own judgment or discretion for that of;' .,- i

the Board. Farrington v. Zoning Board of Appeals,  177 Conn. 1?36,  1- - .--

190 (1979); Madowv.  ?luzio,  176 Conn. 374, 376 (1978);  CqJoodbury
.I

Vater  Co. v. Public Utilities Commission, 174 Conn. 258, 263 ,
- ,

(1978). Our task is to determine whether there was a logical I
I

and rational basis for the decisions and conclusions of the Board'i-

or whether in light of the evidence the Board acted.illegally 1

or in abuse of its discretion. VJoodbury  tJater  Co. v. Public !- - - 1
Utilities Commission, suura, at 263; 'i.,Jilliams  v. Liquor Control ;

Commission, 175 Conn. 499, 413-414 (1978). "The question is '

not whether...[we] would have reached the same conclusions but

whether the record before the board stipports the board's action.":

O'Donnell v. Police Commission, 174 Conn. 422, 426 (1979). ' .1

The Tresent  case involves a mixed question of law and '

fact. See Davis, Administrative Law Treatise, 5 39.01 (1958). ;

It involves the Board's interpretation  of the Arbitration Panel's i

4

-,

-6-



I!
! !
:I

1

i/

award and the application of that award to the facts found by i

I; this Board in this case. The situation is somewhat analogous /

i)1: to an administrative agency's internretation and application  of a'

;I statute or regulation. See Davis, supra, at § 33.12.
I: '

On mixed questions of law and fact in the area of

i: labor law, courts have traditionally accorded great deference .
II
!; to a labor board's interpretation and application of labor
:I

. i

related statutes, contracts .and regulations because of such

board's recognized expertise. Connecticut State Board of Labor

Relations V. Board of Education, 177 Conn. 63, 74 (1979); s e e

ge.nerally  , !?ational Treasury Zmnloyees Union v. Federal Labor

Relations Authority, 721 F.2d 1402; 1495-1406  (D.C. Cir. 1933);
.

Buck I4anufacturing  v. :q.L.R.B., 693 F:2d 1176, 1181 (5th Cir.

1932);  Crane Sheet Metal, Inc. v,_, , 675 F.2d 256, J5.7

(10th Cir. 1982); N.L.R.B. v. Hospitality Hotor  Inn, Inc., 667

F.2d 562, 563 (6th Cir. 1952); Rosen v. Z.I.L.R.B.,  455 F.2d 615,

Ij 617.(3rd Cir. 1972). Similarly, the Labor Board here in
;1
ii.  discharging its statutory obligation had to interpret the
!i

j/ Arbitration Panel's award and that.interpretation given our

:: ansellate .function and scrutiny is, we think, due deference by

The Board's interpretation of the broadly written

-7- .
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I

!
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arbitration award

it concluded that

in our opinion  is

the issue of five-

I

reasonable. As noted above, 1

iday emergency appointments  (

(!
from patrolmen to detectives "was not stlbmitted  to, considered

I;
1

:: Or addressed by‘the  Arbitration ?anel" and thus the Board con- i
. I

strued the CJlenal imnort of the award to cover only the four'- It .
I:
month provisional appointments. ?Zssentially, tke Board read the 1
: I
" Arbitration Panel's award and limited it to the facts and type 1

;, I
of labor activity before the panel. Wile, 'as the Union claims 1

from a facial reading of-the award, it might be read to .I I
: iqlicate  the present labor activity complained of here by the /; : I

:; Union, we are unable to say, siven the strictures u-i~on our ;
.’

apnellate  function, that the Board's interpretation of the award

is unreasonable or erroneous. The Board perceived a distinction I
I /
j; between the extended, four-month annointments  from patrolman to 1
1;
]j detective, which.was  the subject matter of the ,\rbitration  Panel"s
i'
:j award, and the separate question o.-F the police sunerintendent's  '
I: I
': authority to appoint patrolmen  to serve as detectives under the
I I
! ;' emergency provisions OF section 12 for five-day periods. iJe
4 4' *
do not think that this distinction made by the Board is unrea-'

*; .

ji sonable  nor do we think that the Board acted iller,ally  in

I/]'ii
failing to find a prohibited practice and thus leaving the Union

'i! the Board's decision is
ir

to a grievance proceeding.  Finally,

I!
i;

'I
!.
:,

-3-



i

not necessarily so inconsistent with its holding In the Flatter ofi

Southington Board of Education and Southington Education I
I

Association for us to consider the Board's decision arbitrary.:,

The circumstances in Southington may be sufficiently distin-, '

guished from this matter for us to conclude that the Labor

Board's decision here was without legal error. Further, on j

this record, we conclude that the Union has failed to prove that

the Board is bound here by its earlier decision in Southington.

We conclude that, the Union has failed to sustain its

burden of proof and thus dismiss. its appeal.
/

So ordered. .

WILLIAN  PATRICK i‘!RXAY,
A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COUIZT

- 9.-


